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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF INSPECTI0il AND ENFORCEMENT ,

Region I
50 354/82-04

Report No. 50-355/82-03
~

50 354
Docket No. 50 355

CPPR-120
Category ALicense No. CPPR-121 Priority -

Licensee: Public Service Electric and Gas Company

80 Park Plaza - 17C

Newark, New Jersey 07101

Facility Name: Hope Creek Generating Station, Units 1 and 2

Inspection at: Hancock's Bridge, New Jersey

Inspection conducted: March 1 April 4, 1982

Inspectors: k dvs - __ _ ff$2 .

ap, eniog Resident Inspector date signedW. B

A. A. Varela, Rea tor Inspector
_ $ ILv (' b

d te signed

date signed

Approved by: _ ff' b44<a f//2-_
L. EL.T ip , hief,ProjegsSection2A dste signed

Inspection Summary:

Unit 1 Inspe_ction _of March 1 - April 4,1982_ (Report No. 50-354/82-04):
Areas Inspected: Routine unannounced safety inspection by the resident inspector (140-
hours) and one regionally based specialist inspector (30 hours) of work in progress
including underwater concrete placement of Service Water Intake Structure (SWIS) foundation,
structural steel welding, reactor pressure vessel internals installation, installation
of electrical penetrations, pipe and hanger installation, concrete placement and rebar
erection, onsite and offsite storage activities, housekeeping and fire protection, in-
stallation of HVAC ductwork, cleanup of upper bioshield, and core sampling of SWIS founda-
tion concrete. The inspectors also made tours of the site, reviewed radiographs of
completed pipe welds, and evaluated licensee action on previous inspection findings.

Results: Noncompliances: One (failure to follow procedures governing issue of weld
filler metal, paragraph 3).
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Inspection Sunniary 2

Unit 2 Inspection of March 1 _- Apri_1 4, 1982 (Report No. 50-355/82-03):
No safety inspection conducted - unit construction terminated.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Public Service Electric and Gas- Company (PSE&G)

A. Barnabei, Site QA Engineer
_

A. E. Giardino, Project QA Engineer
P. Kudless, Project Construction Manager
G. Stake, Senior Construction Engineer

Bechtel Power Corporation (Bechtell-

| B. Bain, Lead Welding Engineer
A. J. Bryan, Assistant Project QC Engineer
W. Dorman, Assistant Project Field Engineer
M. Drucker, Lead Site QA Engineer
R. Hanks, Project QC Engineer
M. Henry, Project Field Engineer
W. Hindle, Superintendent of Services
D. Long, Project Superintendent
R. Mackey, Resident Project Engineer
K. Mills, Lead QCE Mechanical
G. Moulton, Project QA Engineer
D. Sakers, Assistant Project QC Engineer
J. Serafin, Assistant Project Field Engineer
D. Stover, Project Superintendent, Contract Administration
S. Vezendy, Lead Welding QC Engineer

General __ Electric Installation and Services Engineering (GEI&SE)
,

R. Burke, Site Project Manager
M. Hart, Site QC Supervisor

General Electric _ Nuclear Energy Division (GENED)_
_

J. Cockroft, Site Engineer
C. Brinson, Site QA Engineer

J. Rich Steers (Steersl
__

J. Gagliano, Field Engineer
,
' T. Hughes, Site Project Superintendent

M. Russell, Site QC Supervisor
J. Saums,_Sponser Engineer

: W-H Constructors (W-H)

M. Wita Site QC Manager
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2. Site Tour

Routine inspections were made to observe the status of work and construction
activities in progress. The inspector noted the presence of and interviewed
QC and construction personnel. Inspection personnel were observed performing
required inspection and those interviewed were knowledgeable in their work
activities. Work items were examined for obvious defects or noncompliance with
regulatory requirements or license conditions. Areas inspected included:

Unit 1: Pipe and hanger installation, concrete placement, rebar installation,
core sampling of SWIS foundation concrete, housekeeping and fire protection,
and storage and maintenance of components and equipment installed in the
power block.

Ug_2_: No site tours mada - unit construction terminated.

3. Containment Penetrations - Observation of Welding Activities

The inspector observed fitup and welding activities of two electrical pen-
etrations to their containment boundary connections. The fitup on electrical
penetration W101E had been completed and the welder was making the root pass
weld. Penetration W1010 had been fitup and tack welded. The QCIR's associa-
ted with these welds were observed to be at the work location which is in
accordance with project procedures. The inspector reviewed the QCIR's and
associated weld metal issue slips to compare the status of the documentation
with the comp.eted work. This comparison indicated that electrical penetra-
tion W101D had been fitup and tack welded without proper issuance of weld
filler metal . Discussions with the welder subsequent to this finding, dis-
closed that an electrical foreman had directed the welder to make the tack
welds with filler metal that had been issued to make the tack weld and root
pass of penetration W101E.

Bechtel procedure SWP/P-19 requires that a foreman initiate a request for
filler metal for each joint to be welded and that this requisition slip be
signed by the welding engineering department and presented to the weld
metal issue station prior to issuance of filler metal. Part of the reasoning
behind this procedure is to alert welding engineering and QC that the joint
is being welded and that correct filler metal is used.

This instance of failure to implement the weld metal issue procedure is

contrary to Criterion V,) Appendix B of 10 CFR 50, and is an item of noncom-pliance. (354/82-04-01

Lm.
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4. Observation of Heating, Ventilating,_and Air-Conditioning (HVAC) Ductwork
liistallation Activities

The HVAC installation work is being performed by W-H Constructors (W-H).
W-H is a joint venture of Williard, Inc. and Hirsch, Arkin, Pineherst,
Inc. (HAP). HAP's QA manual and supplemental QC procedures form the basis
for the W-H HVAC onsite and shop QA/QC program. The majority of the duct- |

'

work is prefabricated at the HAP shop in Philadelphia and modified onsite
as required. The majority of ductwork supports are fabricated onsite
using Powerstrut channel and standard hardware.

The inspector observed ductwork support installation activities. Two
questionable practices were noted:

(1) Bolted connections,in many cases, did not exhibit full thread
engagement of the bolt into the nut. Full thread engagement
is standard industry practice and is defined in the 1978 Edition
of ANSI Standard N45.2.5 as the end of the bolt being flush with
or outside the face of the nut.

(2) Torquing of bolted connections, a design requirement, was not
witnessed by QC.

It should be noted that none of the installed ductwork supports had re-
ceived final inspection and acceptance by QC.

,

The inspector discussed these installation practices with the licensee. The
- licensee agreed to investigate the inspector's concerns. The W-H ductwork

support installation practices discussed above are unresolved pending the out-
come of the licensee's investigation and subsequent corrective action. (354/

',

82-04-02)
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5 Licensee Action on Previous Inspe_ction Findings

(Closed) Unresolved Item (354/81-13-01): Adequacy of hot weather concreting
practices involving mass concrete placements. To further refine hot weather
concreting practices in acknowledgement of problems that arose during the
initial shield wall placement, the licensee has committed to institute-the
following ACI 305 recommended practices:

" Prior to the placement of mass concrete in Hot Weather or in the
event delays are encountered during a placement in Hot Weather the
following actions shall be taken at the discretion of the respon-
sible field engineer to maintain concrete temperature.

1. Assure the theoretical batch temperature is calculated by
the contractor prior to placement using actual material
temperature Ref. ACI 305 Chapter 3.

2. Assure 100% ice is substituted in the concrete batch.

3. Assure that fine aggregate is stockpiled in the storage
hut (shaded and dry) prior to the placement and is used
in the concrete mix.

4. Assure that if 1h inch aggregate is being used in the
concrete mix, it is sprayed with cool water.

5. Assure that the coarse aggregate storage piles are shaded
by tarps or other suitable r..eans.

6. Assure following a delay in the batch cycle that the
delivery trucks and mixer are cooled with ice and
emptied before the concrete is batched and loaded.

7. Assure concrete pump lines are covered aith burlap and
continually wetted with cool water."

Additionally, a flow Chart has been added to SWP/P-C-1, Concrete Operations,
that requires notification of management personnel should concrete tempera-
ture problems occur either before or after start of the placement. The
level of management notified escalates from the Responsible Field Engineer,
to the Concrete Engineer, to the Lead Civil Engineer, and finally to the
Assistant Project Field Engineer. Escalation results from inability to
take effective corrective action to control the concrete temperature. This
added control will help ensure that decisions to stop or continue a place-
ment, as a result of temperature problems, will be made with increased
management awareness.

-
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A requirement has been added to supply Liberty-Westcon (batch plant operator)
with a copy of each pour package. This pour package will supply Liberty-
Westcon personnel parameters such as method of placement (either crane and
bucket or pumped), length of slick line, and pumping rate and enable them to
factor this information into concrete production.

Based on the above actions that should result in avoiding hot weather concreting
problems in the future, the statements of Bechtel engineering personnel that
concrete in the inadvertency margin (greater than 55oF but less than 650F)
was acceptable, and the fact that any concrete that exceeded 650F was rejected,
the inspector had no further questions and considers this item closed.

(Closed) Unresolved Item (354/81-18-04): Incomplete hanger documentation
records. The inspector reviewed the following documents:

GENED Letter No. GP-76-56 to PSE&G dated 8/19/76 from J. C. Larrew--

to E. N. Schwalje

PSE&G Letter QA-216 to GENED dated 10/18/76 from E. N. Schwalje to--

J. C. Larrew

PSE&G Audit Report H-80-2-

Records Matrix in GE Specification 21A8650--

Hope Creek Preliminary Safety Analysis Report--

ASME III Subsections NA and NF,1974 Edition including Winter of--

1974 Addenda

The PSAR stated in paragraph 16.2.17.2 that GE records would be shipped to
the site with the equipment. The two letters referenced above confirmed an
agreement between the licensee and GE that onsite records were to be those
specified on the QA records matrix contained in GE Specification 21A8650.
The matrix required that for ASME NF Class 1 component supports, a GE Product
Quality Certification and copies of any deficiency reports be onsite. The
inspector determined that these records are onsite. The balance of the
records are to be retained either by GE or the hanaer manufacturer. This
method of document retention is acceptable.

.
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-The inspector requested evidence of licensee audits of the GE QA program to
ensure that GE was auditing the hanger manufacturer's QA system in the area
of records storage and retreivability. PSE&G Audit Report H-80-2 indicated
that auditing has been performed. The inspector had no further questions and
considers this item closed.

(Closed) Noncompliance (354/82-01-01): Failure to implement procedural re-
quirements to control measuring and test equipment. Based on this noncom-
pliance, GEI&SE reviewed the calibration status of all the measuring and
test equipment in their program. This review determined that the calibration
due date for some instruments had expired. These instruments were sent out
for calibration and determined to be accurate. As a result of this calibra-
tion verification effort, the inspector considers that no historic problem
exists.

The GEI&SE QC Supervisor took the following additional corrective actions:

(1) Modified and implemented the Instrument Usage Log. This log
records all the information necessary to trace the use of a given
instrument.

(2) Created a file index that lists all the instruments in the pro-
gram. From this file inde4 cross-references are made to instrument
calibration frequency and due date data and actual calibration
records.

(3) . Required that a monthly review be performed to plan instrument
calibration activity.

(4) ' Established a program whereby only QC personnel issue instruments
from a locked storage facility.

(5) Required that end of day checks be made of the Instrument Usage
Log to ensure all instruments were returned to locked storage.

I (6) Trained site personnel in the requirements of the procedure to
control. measuring and test equipment.

The inspector reviewed implementation of the corrective action discussed
.

above and found it to be effective. The inspector had no further questions
and considers this item closed.

|

|

|
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6. Foundations - Observation of Work and Work Activities - Service Water Intake
Structure

During this inspection report period, excavation of the Service Water Intake
Structure (SWIS) was completed, final soundings to determine the excavation
profile were taken, final cleanup and diverfgeologist inspection of the bottom
were performed, and approximately 17,700 yd of concrete were placed under-
water. All of these activities were performed by J. Rich Steers (Steers)
except the final bottom inspection which was performed by a Dames and Moore
certified diver / geologist and concrete production which was performed by
Liberty Westcon under contract to Steers.

NRC inspectors witnessed much of the activity leading up to and including
the final underwater concrete placement. The following paragraphs summarize
the inspectors' activities:

(1) Completion and Approval of Excavation

Calibration of the sounding lines used to determine the excavation
profile were witnessed. The sounding measurements were witnessed
and profiles plotted from the sounding data were evaluated with
responsible NRR personnel . Additionally, the sounding data was
compared to the boring data contained in the Dames and Moore Re-
port entitled, " Supplementary Soils Investigation Service Water
Intake Structure Area," for consistency of depth of unweathered4

Vincentown. Discussions between NRR and licensee personnel in-
volving depth and plan dimensions of key and particulars of con-
struction aids used during the excavation to prevent " blow out"
of sheet piles, resulted in NRR concurrence with the acceptability
of the excavation. A cleanup of the bottom preceded the final
bottom inspection by a Dames and Moore certified diver / geologist.
The diver's inspection involved removing insitu samples of the
bottom material at various locations to determine that the SWIS
bearing surface was greenish-gray unweathered Vincentown Forma-
tion. The inspectors observed samples obtained by the diver and
discussed with the diver sampling technique and condition of the
bottom. The diver stated that this excavation far exceeded the
norm as regards excavation to final desired contour, cleanliness
of bearing surface, and consistency of bearing surface material.

J

(
,

l
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(2) Tremie Concrete Preplacement Preparations

The inspectors attended Bechtel and Steers preplacement meetings held
to review the requirements of the placement. Items discussed Tn-
cluded control of concrete parameters such as slump and temperature,
readying the batch plant for hot weather concreting, personnel re-
sponsibilities, backup equipment and power, and provisions to pro-
tect concrete during placement in case of rain or snow. The in-
spectors walked through the entire operation from the batch plant
material storage areas, the batch plants ( a total of three were
available), delivery trucks, conveyors, concrete sampling labora-
tory, and finally the tremie hoppers and pipes. During this walk-
through, craft, QC, and supervisory personnel were interviewed
tu determine knowledge of their assigned tasks. All were found
knowledgeable. The inspectors also verified that:

(a) Steer's QA program was approved.

(b) Design concrete mix had been satisfactorily tested,

(c) Batch plants were NRMCA certified and scales were
calibrated,

(d) Mixer uniformity tests satisfied ASTM C-94, Appendix X-1,

(e) Appropriate QC data sheets to record renuired data were
available, and

(f) Adequate experienced craft,QC, and supervisory personnel
were available for 24 hour per day coverage.

(3) Tremie Concrete Placement

The placement started 3/13/82 at approximately 0645 and was completed
3/18/82 at approximately 0500. Thg total amount of concrete
placed was approximately 17,700 yda which was. consistent with pre-
pl The rate of placement at times exceeded 200
ydgcementestimates.per hour. The placement was professionally performed without
incident and was completed ahead of schedule.
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,Theulospectors observed the start of the placement and witnessedm-,

,the'iollowing activities periodically throughout the placement:,
-

x,

s J,'
,

;
(a) 2 atch plar.ts operations: in particular sand, aggregate,B;

y ,

y ' and cementtloading into the hoppers; batching and weigh-i '

ing of these ingredients; and QC verification of batch'

ticket' generation;

(b) Bechtel license 9,Steehs,andLiberty-WestconQCandQA
n data recordird and surveillance activities;'

s -

7
--

'

(c) Concrete tra qporting, testing, conveying, and deposit-
'

s' ing in tremie toppers;'
s

- (d) Tremie pipe insertion'and' control to minimize dilution
-of concrete underwater;-*

s ,

i .,
_

(e) Coordination of top'-of-tremie concrete soundings, plotting
of same,'and comparison of concrete volumes placed versus
those determined by calculation;,

(f) Diver'verificationoftremieconcretemovementandcheck'

on silt displacement;

(g) Cor,'formance of concrete testing to type, frequency, and
industry standards;

-(h) Overall comunications.
-

No items of noncompliance were identified.

7. Safety Relat_ed Componen_ts - Observation of Work and Work Activities
_ _ _

During this inspection report period, the licensee decided that their new
nuclear division would be established on the Hope Creek construction site
in a building used for storage of power plant components and equipment. As
a result of this decision, many safety related components and pieces of
equipment were transferred into offsite storage in warehouses located in
Bridgeton and Upper Deerfield (Seabrook Farms complex) . The inspector
toured these offsite storage facilities to determine their' suitability. All
of the facilities could be classified as Level C storage, i.e., offering
inside, unheated storage. However, components and equipment requiring Level B

~ torage, i.e., inside heated,"were stored in some of the warehouses. Thes
licensee stated that the move-to the new storage facilities had just been

'to provide heat. bwas underway to supply sufficient power to the buildings
completed an~d wot1

he licensee also stated that all pieces of equipment and
, components not stored in accordance with storage program requirements were

.
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identified on a punchlist for subsequent resolution. The inspector noted
the use of gas-fired heaters in buildings housing equipment and components
requiring Level B storage. Additionally, Bechtel personnel showed the
inspector temperature / humidity chart recordings to demonstrate that tempera-
tures had been maintained above minimum values for inside heated storage.

The inspector concluded from his observations that the offsite storage
facilitics met or exceeded requirements for Level C storage. It was also
determined that work was in progres: to upgrade those facilities housing
items requiring Level B storage and that temporary measures were in effect'

to heat these facilities.'

No items of noncompliance were identified.4

8 Reactor Vessel Internals _ Observation of Work and Work Activities !
.

The inspector observed continuing efforts to complete the shroud to shroud
support weld. Efforts to complete this weld were hampered by unpredictable
movement of the shroud caused by weld shrinkage. Because the location of
the shroud is critical to further assembly of interfacing components, tol-
erances of only a few thousandths are imposed. Because the height of the 2"
thick stainless steel shroud is 24' and its diameter is 16h', small amounts
of weld shrinkage at the joint result in somewhat unpredictable changes in
shroud vertical alignment and ovality at the top of the shroud. Adding to
the complexity of the problem is a time delay of approximately six hours.

for the weld shrinkage at the joint to show itself at the top of the shroud.

This somewhat unpredictable shroud movement resulting from weld shrinkage
has forced gel &SE to excavate previously deposited filler metal from various

'; locations of the horizontal shroud to shroud support weld and to reweld.
! The rewelding operation causes weld shrinkage that is used to achieve final
j acceptable shroud alignment.

Additional activity observed by the inspector included mockup welding of
the incore instrument housings to the reactor vessel and CRDM housings to-

i the stub tubes.
'

No items of noncompliance were identified.
'

,
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9. Reac_ tor Coolant Pre _ssure Bound _ag Piping { Welding) - Observation of Work
jLnd Work Activiti_e_s__

_

The inspector observed welding activities associated with the field connection
of recirculation loop A piping to the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) safe-end
nozzle. This was the first piping connection welded to the RPV. The pipe
material was stainless steel, therefore, a purge was required. Purge dam
material manufactured by Gilbreth International Corporation of Cornwell
Heights, Pa. was installed in the safe-end as one purge boundary and a
retreivable balloon formed the other. The purge dam material type was
Dissolvo WLD-35 Soluble Purge Dam Paper and Welding Adhesive Tape. (NRC
Information Notice 81-07 cautioned against using polyvinyl alcohol purge
dam materials. The Dissolvo WLD-35 by Gilbreth is not made of polyvinyl
alcohol.)

In particular the inspector witnessed portions of the following activities:

Fitup and tack of spool to recirc pipe,--

Installation of alignment blocks to prevent distortion of the weld-

groove due to shrinkage.

Establishment of purge,-

Weldout of root by TIG process.--

Weldout of joint by SMAW process,--

QC inspection of welding activities,--

Control of weld shrinkage at joint between one end of the spool--

to recirc piping to effect fitup of other end of spool to RPV
safe-end,

Weldout of joint between spool and safe-end, and--

Repairs to joint between spool and recirc piping.-

The inspector also reviewed the QCIR's for each joint and the filler metal
issue slips. The inspector noted that because this joint was critical and
the first of its kind, Bechtel welding engineering and QC and GENED field
personnel paid special attention to ensure all requirements for a satis-
factory weld were met.

No items of noncompliance were identified.
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10. Safety Related_ Structures _(Welding)_- Observation of Work and Work Activities
_

The inspector observed welding of such safety related structures as main
steam and containment flued-head pipe supports and pipe whip restraints.
The rules governing this welding are contained in AWS D1.1 Structural
Welding Code and Bechtel Specification C-130. Structural Field Welding
Procedures. The inspector compared actual groove geometries in the field
with prequalified or qualified geometries on paper to ensure consistency
between field work and paperwork. He also witnessed welding activities in
progress and QC surveillance inspections and inspected completed welds.

No items of noncompliance were identified.

11.. Unresolv_ed Items

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required in
order to ascertain whether they are acceptable items or items of noncom-
pliance. An unresolved item identified during the inspection is discussed
in paragraph 4.

12. Exit Intervie_w
_

The inspectors met with licensee and contractor personnel at pes odic in-
tervals during this inspection report period. At these times,the inspector
sumarized the scope and findings of his inspection activities.

.


